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Bees throughout the world are in decline because of man. This book is a great start to get you on
your way to keeping bees and helping stem this decline. Keeping bees are a great way to help
out the bees while also benefiting your garden. Whether you are interested in keeping bees for
honey or just want the pollination for your garden, this book will get you on your way. In the book,
I discuss the differences between solitary bees (mason and carpenter bees) that are mainly kept
in bee houses or insect houses, and social bees (honey bees) that are kept in bee hives. The
level of difficulty covers the extremely simple to the more complex. If you want to keep it simple
and decide to keep mason bees in a mason bee house, this book explains how to build one. If
you want to go as far as producing honey for a business, I have you covered too!

'a fantastic overview of the whole tradition of Buddhism' - Dr Elizabeth Harris, Liverpool Hope
University--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorCathy Cantwell is an
academic researcher at the Oriental Institute, University of Oxford. She specialises in Tibetan
Buddhism and is joint author of Early Tibetan Documents on Phur pa from Dunhuang.--This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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From themighty masonto theheroic honey beebees that feed the world:beginner’s guide to
keeping beesRobert VinsonFrom the Mighty Mason to the Heroic Honey Bee, Bees that Feed
the World: Beginner’s Guide to Keeping Bees by Robert Vinson© 2019 Robert VinsonAll rights
reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced in any form without permission from the
publisher, except as permitted by U.S. copyright law. For permissions
contact:Robert@ZProducts.comCover by Robert Vinson.Table of ContentsWhy mason bees?
Super pollinatorsEarly pollinatorsNon-aggressiveTake up little spaceSelf-propagatingNot a
replacement for honey beesHow to attract mason beesHomesThe block of wood mason bee
houseTube HouseIn order to make a mason bee frame:To make a mason bee tray house:To
make a recycled bee house you will need:How to make your own paper tubes:FlowersFlowering
fruit and nut treesOther needsThe Equipment You Will NeedProtective ClothingAccessoriesHow
To Setup Your HivesThe Different Kinds Of Honey BeesThe Structure and Functions of a
Bee's BodyThe Different Members of the ColonyA Bee's LifecycleThe Seasonal Cycle – Caring
for Your Hive Throughout the YearProblems In Your HivePlanting the Right Ones AroundThe
First Beehive CheckSupplemental MaterialsCaring for Bees EffectivelyBee HealthBrood
DiseasesAdult DiseasesParasitic MitesPestsHandle with CareFirst AidDeciding Where to Put
Your BeehiveHow to Acquire Your Own BeesHarvesting Honey and BeeswaxUsing Honey and
Other Bee ProductsFresh pollenTurning a Hobby into a BusinessManaging a Colony for Optimal
Honey ProductionOptimal Colony PopulationMoving BeesRequeeningSplitting the
ColonyMistakes to AvoidFrequently Asked QuestionsConclusionWhy mason bees?Many people
ask, why should I consider keeping mason bees? There are plenty of reasons, which I’ll get into
in just a moment. But my greatest joy has been in getting to know these creatures on a personal
level. They are truly amazing creatures, deserving of attention and care. There are several other
reasons for keeping mason bees, and I will share them with you below:Super pollinatorsThe
reason most people consider keeping mason bees is simple: they are amazing pollinators. In
fact, it is said that one mason bee does the work of more than a hundred honey bees. This is
because a mason bee visits more flowers than a honeybee in order to collect the pollen and
nectar that it’s young will consume when they develop into pupa.Early pollinators
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houseTube HouseIn order to make a mason bee frame:To make a mason bee tray house:To
make a recycled bee house you will need:How to make your own paper tubes:FlowersFlowering
fruit and nut treesOther needsThe Equipment You Will NeedProtective ClothingAccessoriesHow
To Setup Your HivesThe Different Kinds Of Honey BeesThe Structure and Functions of a
Bee's BodyThe Different Members of the ColonyA Bee's LifecycleThe Seasonal Cycle – Caring
for Your Hive Throughout the YearProblems In Your HivePlanting the Right Ones AroundThe
First Beehive CheckSupplemental MaterialsCaring for Bees EffectivelyBee HealthBrood
DiseasesAdult DiseasesParasitic MitesPestsHandle with CareFirst AidDeciding Where to Put
Your BeehiveHow to Acquire Your Own BeesHarvesting Honey and BeeswaxUsing Honey and
Other Bee ProductsFresh pollenTurning a Hobby into a BusinessManaging a Colony for Optimal
Honey ProductionOptimal Colony PopulationMoving BeesRequeeningSplitting the
ColonyMistakes to AvoidFrequently Asked QuestionsConclusionWhy mason bees?Many people
ask, why should I consider keeping mason bees? There are plenty of reasons, which I’ll get into
in just a moment. But my greatest joy has been in getting to know these creatures on a personal
level. They are truly amazing creatures, deserving of attention and care. There are several other
reasons for keeping mason bees, and I will share them with you below:Super pollinatorsThe
reason most people consider keeping mason bees is simple: they are amazing pollinators. In
fact, it is said that one mason bee does the work of more than a hundred honey bees. This is
because a mason bee visits more flowers than a honeybee in order to collect the pollen and
nectar that it’s young will consume when they develop into pupa.Early pollinatorsMost honey-
producing bees emerge from their hives later in the growing season than the mason bee. That’s
what makes the mason bee such a great choice for people who have fruit or nut orchards. They
have been successfully used in orchards for the pollination of almonds, apples, cherries, and
plums. Naturalists have noticed that mason bees also like the flowers of strawberries,
raspberries, blackberries and blueberries. Keeping mason bees could be a great benefit to
farmers who grow these crops. Non-aggressiveMason bees are very docile. Scientists believe
that the reason for this is that the bees do not have a resource, such as honey, to protect. Over
the seven years that we have kept mason bees, we have NEVER been stung by one. This makes
mason bees very attractive to people who want to keep mason bees in urban areas. They are
also a great choice for people who want to watch bees without fear of being stung. They have
been successfully used in school settings, reinforcing early animal science programs about
insects.Take up little spaceTypically, a mason bee brood (as little as 10) can be satisfied with a
300-foot diameter area to pollinate. Honey bees, on the other hand, need a lot of room to thrive.
They need to be able to fly far distances in order to collect their pollen.Self-propagatingMason
bees need little, if any, intervention or interaction for them to thrive and create more bees. That
being said, there are definitely benefits in learning how to remove the cocoons. Not only will
there be more mason bees, you will also be able to potentially combat some of the common
parasites that prey on mason bees.Not a replacement for honey beesMany people think, when I
talk about mason bees that I am trying to get them to replace their honey bees or to supplant



mason bees into that particular habitat. That is not my intent. Mason bees and honey bees
complement each other, and will not likely have conflicts with each other. This is because, for the
greater part of when the mason bees are flying, the honey bees are still asleep in their hives.
They are not in competition with each other. How to attract mason beesHomesIn nature, mason
bees will seek out homes in reeds and holes in wood. However, those who wish to keep mason
bees can choose to make the homes from a variety of materials. It is best, though, to use
materials as similar as possible to their choices of materials if you are simply hoping to attract
the wild mason bees to your mason bee home.Often, those who wish to keep mason bees will
purchase or make their own mason bee homes. There are a number of different homes available
to be purchased, ranging from super-simple to more complex. When it comes to mason bees,
the ones that are the most similar to their homes in nature are best.Homes made from plastic
often do not interest the bees. That is because the materials that the home is made from are too
foreign to them.Most mason bee homes are made in wood boxes or simply blocks of wood. That
is because they are the most familiar to the bees. However, if you want to be able to retrieve the
cocoons, and manage any pests, you won’t want to make a bee house that is simply a bunch of
drilled holes. You’ll want to use something a bit more sophisticated.Here are 5 plans that you can
use to make your own mason bee house.The block of wood mason bee houseTake a block of
untreated wood, cut to approximately 4x4 inches square. With a pencil, mark a grid in 3/8-inch
increments. Mark the points where the lines connect as drill spots. This should result in your
having at least about 20 drill spots. Then, using a 5/16 drill bit, drill straight down into the block
up to 6 inches in. Clean the holes thoroughly, and then place a mounting bracket or hook on the
back of the block, and mount it about four feet off the ground, in a safe place for your bees.It
should look something like this:Tube HouseTo make a mason bee house that can use the pre-
rolled cardboard tubes:Start with the same technique as the block of wood technique, marking
spaces in your square. This time, use a slightly larger drill bit. You may use small planks of wood
to make a small “roof” to protect your bees. Put a mounting bracket on the back of the block and
mount the bee house in a safe place for your bees. In order to make a mason bee frame:You will
need a plank of wood ½ inch thick, 6 inches wide.Start by cutting 2 pieces, each 5 inches in
length. Then, cut two other pieces, five inches in length.You will use these to make a square with
a little bit of an overhang. Fit a 5-inch square piece of wood on the back of the house. Add a
mounting bracket or hook to be able to hang your bee house up outside.Now you can choose
what kind of tubes you want to use for your bees. You can use natural tubes (reeds, bamboo,
etc.), you can use pre-made cardboard tubes, or you can make your own paper tubes. Note:
paper tubes are not suited to a very damp, humid environment.To make a mason bee tray
house:You will need ¾ inch wood, 6 inches wideMeasure six-inch lengths of the wood, and
cut.Mark ¾ inch intervals on one length of your wood (as shown)Measure 1 inch in from one of
the ends. This marks your end point.Using a router (5/16” round over bit), rout the line that you
have made up to your end point.Stack the trays on top of each other. You can use anything you
like to hold the trays together: elastic bands or electrical tape or anything else you can find. Then



place them either in a modified bee frame, as described above, or simply put them under your
eaves under a south or south-eastern facing part of a structure on your property.This type of bee
house will allow you to harvest your cocoons the easiest.To make a recycled bee house you will
need:· A tin can, cleaned and painted with low VOC paint in any color you like on the outside
(alternately, you can use a pop bottle, coffee can, milk carton or PVC pipe). · Some sort of
decorative elements – your choice – as long as it’s durable.· Double sided tape, or hot glue
and hot glue gun· A hammer· A nail· A screw and a hookPlace the tin can, open side
down, onto a clean dry work surface.Put the nail, pointy side down, onto the center of the back
of the tin can. Hit the nail with the hammer, make a hole that will hold your screw and
hook.Attach the screw and hook so that you hang up your mason bee house.Decorate anyway
you want. I use double-sided tape to place interesting patterns and textures to the outside of the
can. The only thing I suggest is that your decorative elements should be able to withstand a bit
of weathering. You can also use hot glue instead of double-sided tape to add your decorative
elements.When you are done, fill with natural bamboo tubes, pre-made cardboard tubes, or your
own home-made paper tubes.How to make your own paper tubes:This year, I discovered how to
make the paper tubes. While these tubes aren’t as sturdy as the cardboard tubes, they are far
easier to unroll at the end of the season. I’m looking forward to harvesting cocoons this time
around!You will need· 2-3 Standard pencils· Scissors· Kraft (brown) paper (roll or sheet),
or newspaper· Invisible tapeCut a strip of Kraft paper/newspaper that is just a little longer than
your pencil (about an inch longer on each side)

Non-aggressiveMason bees are very docile. Scientists believe that the reason for this is that the
bees do not have a resource, such as honey, to protect. Over the seven years that we have kept
mason bees, we have NEVER been stung by one. This makes mason bees very attractive to
people who want to keep mason bees in urban areas. They are also a great choice for people
who want to watch bees without fear of being stung. They have been successfully used in
school settings, reinforcing early animal science programs about insects.Take up little
spaceTypically, a mason bee brood (as little as 10) can be satisfied with a 300-foot diameter
area to pollinate. Honey bees, on the other hand, need a lot of room to thrive. They need to be
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any, intervention or interaction for them to thrive and create more bees. That being said, there
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bees, you will also be able to potentially combat some of the common parasites that prey on
mason bees.Not a replacement for honey beesMany people think, when I talk about mason
bees that I am trying to get them to replace their honey bees or to supplant mason bees into that
particular habitat. That is not my intent. Mason bees and honey bees complement each other,
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reeds and holes in wood. However, those who wish to keep mason bees can choose to make
the homes from a variety of materials. It is best, though, to use materials as similar as possible to
their choices of materials if you are simply hoping to attract the wild mason bees to your mason
bee home.Often, those who wish to keep mason bees will purchase or make their own mason
bee homes. There are a number of different homes available to be purchased, ranging from
super-simple to more complex. When it comes to mason bees, the ones that are the most similar
to their homes in nature are best.Homes made from plastic often do not interest the bees. That is
because the materials that the home is made from are too foreign to them.Most mason bee
homes are made in wood boxes or simply blocks of wood. That is because they are the most
familiar to the bees. However, if you want to be able to retrieve the cocoons, and manage any
pests, you won’t want to make a bee house that is simply a bunch of drilled holes. You’ll want to
use something a bit more sophisticated.Here are 5 plans that you can use to make your own
mason bee house.The block of wood mason bee houseTake a block of untreated wood, cut to
approximately 4x4 inches square. With a pencil, mark a grid in 3/8-inch increments. Mark the
points where the lines connect as drill spots. This should result in your having at least about 20
drill spots. Then, using a 5/16 drill bit, drill straight down into the block up to 6 inches in. Clean
the holes thoroughly, and then place a mounting bracket or hook on the back of the block, and
mount it about four feet off the ground, in a safe place for your bees.It should look something like
this:Tube HouseTo make a mason bee house that can use the pre-rolled cardboard tubes:Start
with the same technique as the block of wood technique, marking spaces in your square. This
time, use a slightly larger drill bit. You may use small planks of wood to make a small “roof” to
protect your bees. Put a mounting bracket on the back of the block and mount the bee house in
a safe place for your bees. In order to make a mason bee frame:You will need a plank of wood ½
inch thick, 6 inches wide.Start by cutting 2 pieces, each 5 inches in length. Then, cut two other
pieces, five inches in length.You will use these to make a square with a little bit of an overhang.
Fit a 5-inch square piece of wood on the back of the house. Add a mounting bracket or hook to
be able to hang your bee house up outside.Now you can choose what kind of tubes you want to
use for your bees. You can use natural tubes (reeds, bamboo, etc.), you can use pre-made
cardboard tubes, or you can make your own paper tubes. Note: paper tubes are not suited to a
very damp, humid environment.To make a mason bee tray house:You will need ¾ inch wood, 6
inches wideMeasure six-inch lengths of the wood, and cut.Mark ¾ inch intervals on one length
of your wood (as shown)Measure 1 inch in from one of the ends. This marks your end
point.Using a router (5/16” round over bit), rout the line that you have made up to your end
point.Stack the trays on top of each other. You can use anything you like to hold the trays
together: elastic bands or electrical tape or anything else you can find. Then place them either in
a modified bee frame, as described above, or simply put them under your eaves under a south
or south-eastern facing part of a structure on your property.This type of bee house will allow you
to harvest your cocoons the easiest.To make a recycled bee house you will need:· A tin can,
cleaned and painted with low VOC paint in any color you like on the outside (alternately, you can



use a pop bottle, coffee can, milk carton or PVC pipe). · Some sort of decorative elements –
your choice – as long as it’s durable.· Double sided tape, or hot glue and hot glue gun· A
hammer· A nail· A screw and a hookPlace the tin can, open side down, onto a clean dry
work surface.Put the nail, pointy side down, onto the center of the back of the tin can. Hit the nail
with the hammer, make a hole that will hold your screw and hook.Attach the screw and hook so
that you hang up your mason bee house.Decorate anyway you want. I use double-sided tape to
place interesting patterns and textures to the outside of the can. The only thing I suggest is that
your decorative elements should be able to withstand a bit of weathering. You can also use hot
glue instead of double-sided tape to add your decorative elements.When you are done, fill with
natural bamboo tubes, pre-made cardboard tubes, or your own home-made paper tubes.How to
make your own paper tubes:This year, I discovered how to make the paper tubes. While these
tubes aren’t as sturdy as the cardboard tubes, they are far easier to unroll at the end of the
season. I’m looking forward to harvesting cocoons this time around!You will need· 2-3
Standard pencils· Scissors· Kraft (brown) paper (roll or sheet), or newspaper· Invisible
tapeCut a strip of Kraft paper/newspaper that is just a little longer than your pencil (about an inch
longer on each side)Cut the corner off, and then place your pencil on the edge. Roll the paper
tightly around the pencil.Tape the tube in 2 to 3-inch intervals.Use another pencil to push the
pencil out from inside of the tube.Measure the length that you want your tube to be, (mason
bees prefer tubes that are six inches in length, however, use whatever length will work with the
mason bee house you have made) then bend and twist the tube, and cut.Place in your mason
bee home.You may also use plastic milkshake straws, cardboard tubes or natural tubes such as
bamboo or reeds. FlowersWhen mason bees awaken, they have two needs that must be taken
care of right away. The first is food, the second is mating. If you do not have flowering plants
within the 300-foot radius of their home, they will fly off to another location where they can find
the food that they need. So, the first thing you need to do is to make certain that you have hardy
flowering plants ready for them to come to.The nectar that these flowers provide is their sugar;
the pollen is their protein and fat that they need to eat in order to survive. So, it is important to
make sure that the plant you put out are rich in both pollen and nectar.I have had great success
with keeping hardy heather plants close to the mason bee house. The bees love them and the
presence of these plants makes their first food source within just a few feet rather than a
hundred or more from home.Another plant I have used successfully with my mason bees is
Pieris, sometimes called Andromeda or fetterbushes. This shrub is an evergreen with broad
leaves and small bell-like flowers which grow in clusters. This shrub is native to parts of eastern
North America. Its Western counterpart the ribes sanguineum, which is sometimes known as
flowering currant or red flowering currant, is another mason bee favorite. Where the pieris is an
evergreen shrub, the flowering currant is a deciduous one. Both have flowers which come in
pretty pink clusters. As a rule, use as many native annual and perennial wild flowers as you can,
which grow in your region. If you choose plants which are local, or ones which are grown from
heirloom plants/seeds, your bees will benefit from having access to plants that naturally produce



more pollen and nectar for them. The nice thing about native (local) plants and their varieties is
that they take less maintenance than exotic plants would. Choose plants for their ability to
provide pollen and nectar for your bees; not necessarily for “show.” It is said that native
pollinators prefer plants with yellow, blue or purple flowers.
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Jaluxe, “GREAT BOOK. Good little book.Exactly what I needed... Now I would love to try one of
those mason bee houses.”

The book by Cathy Cantwell has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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